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The box contains:

2 bulbs 1.5v

1 copper current connector

5 tarot cards rfid

1 user manual in English

1 neodyne magnet with a strap

Installation of the receiver:

- Put the strap with the magnet on it at the level of your knee under the pants or the magnet alone

on your watch or on your belt

- Remove the "energy" cover by lifting it and install the AAA battery in the base, replace

the cache (you can leave the battery constantly on the support)

- Install the bulb

- Take out the receiver and place it on the table (The sensitivity of the receiver depends on the
thickness of the table )

- Put your knee under the table at the level of the receiver

- Raise and lower the knee to light the bulb or approach your hands if you have it installed
s
or your watch or approach if it is attached to the belt.

you are ready for the session...

NEVER DISASSEMBLE THE RECEIVER AND DO NOT
TOUCH THE PARTS THE COMPONENT

Idea

The spirit receiver can be used alone or in addition to the "spirit board"

and "Haunted keys"

You can combine it with tarot routines, ESP cards, "OUIJA" board etc.

The only limit being your imagination.

Once the receiver is installed, you explain to the participants that the presence of a spirit creates

a magnetic field which lights the bulb by bringing the two receiving antennas into contact..

Your tarot cards can be read from several meters away thanks to the Secondsight or insight

reader. You can create a routine by choosing one or more cards to slip into a linen bag, a box, etc.

and read them with the receiver. You can install family photos to create a spirited atmosphere

and tell the story of this old man who wanted to contact the receiver with his grandchildren

and disappeared 2 days before Christmas.



Contient :
1 bénisseur magnétique
1 sceau rouge et or magnétique
1 boulet magnétique
1 clou rouillé
1 branche de tilleul et un tissu en chanvre
1 cloche en cuivre

According to Allan Kardec:

“Man is not only composed of matter, there is in him a thinking principle connected to the

physical body which he leaves, as one leaves a used garment, when his incarnation presents

is completed. Once disembodied, the dead can communicate with the living, either

either directly or through mediums visibly or invisibly".

(The Book of the Spirits)
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The necrophone or necrophonic device (spirit phone in English1) is an invention project

of the American scientist and industrialist Thomas Edison.

This device was supposed to allow communication with the dead, by recording their voice and

their sounds. This device project is not however directly named by Edison under this

designation. In a 1920 article in The American Magazine, Thomas Edison

declares itself convinced that scientists are more apt and more capable of achieving

communicate with the spirit world.

In particular, he states in this journal:

“There are two or three types of devices that should make communication easier.

I am currently engaged in building one of these devices. »

The "Krampus Receiver" is inspired by the work of Thomas Edison and Allan Kardec


